
NBT retrofit into an E39 
 
I would not have been able to undertake this project without the help of the various 
forums/communities out there.  I wouldn’t have even known this option existed.  So here’s a big 
thank you, in particular to the bimmerforums.com folks and their 90+ page thread on the subject.  
 
Overview 
This is a project to put a “new” infotainment system from modern BMWs into older ones.  This 
will involve sourcing various hardware, running wires throughout the car, splicing wires, and it 
will likely require using software to “code” various modules on your vehicle.  This is NOT an 
off-the-shelf or bolt-in process.  This is doubly true when it comes to mounting everything within 
the vehicle. 
 
This document is intended to help prospective DIY-ers to make sure that they’re buying the right 
components, understand what’s involved with installation, and provide a limited amount of detail 
regarding the coding of the vehicle modules. 
 
Required Hardware 
1) NBT HU I’ve seen many posts where people ask “is this the right one.”  If you know what to 
look for it is easy to distinguish between an NBT and a CIC/CCC unit. 
 
a) Removable hard drive.  In the pictures below you can see that the NBT on the left has a 
mostly uniform front, whereas the one on the right has a panel.  If you see the panel, it’s not 
going to work. 

 



b) Labelling. If you get a good picture of the unit, it should clearly say “NBT HU” on the sticker 
on top.  There are newer ones that say NBT EVO, but they’re a slightly different animal that I 
won't directly address in this document (yet?). 
 

 
It’s also important to note that there are regional variants  The one picture above has “HD 
Radio” and “SiriusXM” logos on the right.  This means it was originally destined for a US car. 
There are other variants for the EU that will say “DAB” on them.  There may be more for other 
markets, but I haven’t dealt with those.  Make sure you’re getting the right one! 
 
c) Plugs. There should be lots of them on the back of the unit (left is NBT, right is not).  You can 
even tell which regional variant by which plugs are on the right side of the unit.  A pink plug near 
the top right on an NBT (not pictured) is for Sirius and means a US-model. 

  
 



Additional NBT information: 
In addition to regional variants, there are also versions of the internal hardware.  Particularly HW 
07, 08, 21, 31.  This information is listed on the small sticker on the front of the unit. In most 
postings, you can make out which version it is, even it the picture isn’t a close-up: 

 
 
The main difference (that I’m aware of) are between the 07/08 and the 21/31.  In the earlier two, 
there was an internal gyro that helped the NBT keep track of the car during turns, etc…  For the 
later version, that hardware was removed and the functions implemented in software.  I tend to 
prefer newer versions of things, so I opted for an HW31, but many people have used the 07/08 
with no issues. 
 
Finally, there are NBTs that can come from other cars, such as a MINI or Range Rover.  These 
units will be more difficult to utilize, as they will likely lack some of the internal files (such as the 
BMW interface).  I believe there are ways to get the proper files loaded, but it’s an additional 
headache that I would avoid. 
 
 
2) Monitor.  There are lots of options that may work, but most people have been using the 
monitor from an F10 or an F15.  The F10 screen scratches very easily, so make sure you get a 
good condition one (and consider a screen protector)!  The F15 has a glass front and is much 
more resistant to blemishes. In the E39, the 10.25” monitor fits, but any size can be used.  In 
other applications, such as the E46, the 8.8” is all that will fit. 
 
a) F10.  There are two different versions, and its pretty easy to spot by looking at the back. 
You’re looking for a single pink connector, and no black serial-port looking thing.  The right 
version also features a smooth, silver back (top picture), vs the wrong version that has lots of 
black showing (bottom picture). 
 



 
 
b) F15.  I think there’s only one version of the F15 (excluding sizes) so anything that came out 
of the front of an F15 should fit. 
 
c) Others.  I suspect that monitors from an appropriate 7-series will work, but I have yet to see 
confirmation.  There are also 10.25” versions from an i3, i8, and rear-seat entertainment 
screens that may work.  However, they may also be newer versions (Apix2?) and require a 
slightly different wiring harness.  Buy at your own risk. 
 
3) Adapter.  This is the “brains” that converts signals from our old cars into something the 
newer NBT is expecting (and vice versa).  There are two commercial versions at the moment. 
Carsystems and Bimmerretrofit.  I have selected the carsystems one, but please do your own 
research.  There is an interesting homebrew Raspberry Pi implementation that is currently 
emerging, but not yet available. 



 
4) Controller.  There are two main variants that work, the “touch” and the regular.  Make sure it 
looks like one of these: 
 

 
 
There are other iDrive controllers that may have different shapes out of a MINI, Range Rover, 
etc… that will work.  They must have the same 7 buttons, but if they do, I believe that they will 
work. 
 
5) Wiring harness.  If you’re good at wiring diagrams, and sourcing parts, it's probably not too 
hard to make but will require some BMW-specific connectors and cables.  I wouldn’t know, I 
paid someone make me one because i’m electrically illiterate.  The one I got was designed to 
run up the center console (above the driveshaft).  Due to length limitations, most of your cables 
will probably be required to run that way as well. 
 
If you’re using an Apix2 monitor (or to be safe anything not specifically listed above) I believe 
you’ll need a voltage regulator in addition to a standard wiring harness.  Again, read the wiring 
diagrams to make sure it’s right, or talk to your harness maker! 
 
 
6) Optional Hardware: 
Nothing below is technically required, but you’ll probably want most of it. 
a) Bluetooth antenna 
b) Sirius antenna 
c) USB/Aux plugs 
d) Mic 
e) Touch module (if you got the touch controller) 
f) backup camera 
g) NBT front panel (will require even more creativity to implement) 
h) GPS antenna (if your car didn’t come with one)  
 
“Other” Hardware 



a) ENET cable (if wiring harness does not include ethernet adapter) AND you need to do your 
own coding. 
 
If you’re sourcing a harness from someone, make sure you talk through all the above options, to 
make sure the harness has everything you need. 
 
Connections 
Hopefully either your harness-maker provided an installation manual, or you’re good enough 
with wiring diagrams that you don't need this section. 
 
You’ll need to run 4-ish wires to the front of the car 

1) Monitor 
2) KOMBI 
3) iDrive controller 
4) USB/Aux (optional) 

 
In case you’re wondering how hard it will be, here’s what was required for my install. 

a) Remove old monitor/HU 
b) Remove ENTIRE center console (not just the wood/metal top) 
c) Remove rear seat 
d) Remove some of the trunk panels (both inside the trunk, and the lid itself) 
e) Remove lots of old hardware from the trunk, where the CD player is 
f) Remove instrument/speedometer cluster 

There are how-tos on pretty much all of those elsewhere on the internet. 
 
In addition to just the removal/installation, there are two wire splices behind the cluster, and 
pulling the wires under carpet (can be a pain!). 
 
Installation 
 
I used an F10 monitor, which looks like I’ll need to do some metal cutting along the red lines: 



 
I’ll post more info when i actually get there! 
 
 
There are few off-the-shelf mounting options at the moment for the monitors and the controller, 
but many people are going the DIY route.  The situation is similar for physically mounting the 
NBT in the trunk.  
 
iDrive controller mounting options: 
 

 
 
The one on the left is much easier (in my opinion) but with worse ergonomics.  The one on the 
right (rough template for now) requires more fabrication.  Both of the installs utilized ⅛” plastic 
sheets (available on Amazon or Ebay) and hot-glue/epoxy to mount the controllers. 
 
NBT: 
Here’s a schematic of an EU version of the NBT.  For the US, the main difference will be along 
the right side.  Plugs 4/5 will not be there, but there will instead be a pink plug for SiriusXM. 



 
 
Coding 
 
For me, this was the daunting part.  
 
There are approximately 800 different “how-to”s and links for getting the proper software, some 
better than others.  At this point, I don’t plan on covering that, so please do your due dilligence. 
 
What you’ll need: 
Esys (coding the NBT) 
Tool32 (hopefully not, but can remove NBT from transport mode) 
NCSExpert (for coding the DSP amp, if you have one) 
???? for installing map updates (haven’t done this yet). 
 
My goal is to eventually make this list at least mostly-comprehensive. Right now, the ones listed 
below were *required* for me to get sound working properly. 
 
Amp (DSP) coding Using NCS expert: 
Change BEDIENELEMENTE from “bordmonitor” to “mid_basis” 

 
NBT coding using Esys: 
audio_system_var to “variant 2” 
audio_system to “tophifi” 
amplifier_variant to “external” 

 
Below is a list compiled by forum member BlackKnight530i with his prelude: 
 

Guys, here's my current script that I use with Esys Plus 2.8. It works for both NBT and NBT 

EVO. Some settings for the EVO won't apply to NBT, so just ignore them if you don't have 

them in your head unit. The easiest way to apply all of these settings is to use Esys Plus 2.8 



and load it into the script window on the FDL editor page, then run it after you've read out 

the current FDL data. 
 
;IBUS Script NBT/NBT2 
 
CID_APIX_MODE=apix1 
CID_COLOR_DEPTH=18 
CID_DISPLAY_RES=1280_480 
CID_DISPLAY_SIZE=10_25 
DISPLAY_SIZE_RESOLUTION=10.25_1280x480 
CID_COM_MODE=spi 
ADAS_GPS=nicht_aktiv 
TELEMATIC_ECU=nicht_aktiv 
 
;Standard IBUS changes 
AUTOLIMITER=gen_1 
BASIS_KOMBI_MMI_LIST=aktiv 
CALMING_KOMBI=nicht_aktiv 
CAMERA_SYSTEM=trsvc 
CAN__ANSCHLUSS_HEADUNIT=hu_an_body_can 
CHECKBOX_TP=aktiv 
COMMUNICATION_PARKMASTER=gen2 
DAYDRIVING_LIGHT=standard 
EFF_DYN_SPORT_CID=aktiv 
EFF_DYN_SPORT_UNIT=aktiv 
KOMBI_CIC=kombi_low 
GATEWAYTABLE=table_5 
VOL_MAX_ON=Werte=64 
L4_L6_KOMMUNIKATIONSSCHALTER=L6_aktiv 
EXTERNER_MOST=aktiv 
EXTERNE_MOST_DIAG=aktiv 
GPS_FROM_NAVI=aktiv 
EINHEITEN_MASTER=kombi_l6_new 
PRODUKTLINIE=lg 
BAUREIHE=F10 
MICROPHONE_NUMBER=wert_1 
MICROPHONE_POSITION=wert_03 
MICROPHONE_SENSITIVITY=L4_mic 
STARTUP_EMBLEM=variant_01 
COMPASS=aktiv 
EDC_CIC=nicht_aktiv 
OELSTANDSMENUE=nicht_aktiv 
OELSTAND_OENS=nicht_aktiv 
MACRO_PMA_AUSPARKEN=nicht_aktiv 
MACRO_PMA_EINPARKEN=nicht_aktiv 
MACRO_RV_C=aktiv 
PDC_3D=nicht_aktiv 
PDC_DIRECTION=vertikal 
PDC_FLANKENSCHUTZ=nicht_aktiv 
PIA_PORTIERUNGSMASTER=aktiv 
SETTINGS_INFO_DISPLAY=nicht_aktiv 
SLI_NAVI_DISPLAY=aktiv 
SYSTEM_GPS_RECEIVER=aktiv 
ENT_MC_VIDEO_SUPPORT=aktiv 
ENT_GRACENOTE_INSTALLED=aktiv 
ENT_GRACENOTE_USB=aktiv 



TRAFFIC_CATEGORIES=aktiv 
AUTO_MAP_ZOOM=aktiv 
A4A_XL=aktiv 
HIGH_END_AUDIO_MENUE=kein_menue 
NAVI_ROAD_PREVIEW=aktiv 
TRAFFIC_MODE=aktiv 
MDRIVE=nicht_aktiv 
DSC_OFF=nicht_aktiv 
DSC_MENUE=nicht_aktiv 
A4A_VOICE_APP_SUPPORT=aktiv 
GOOGLE_LOCAL_VOICE_SEARCH=aktiv 
AUTO_PDC=aktiv 
TI_XFCD=nicht_aktiv 
TI_TMC=aktiv 
TI_CA_TMC=aktiv 
TI_TMC_REGIONAL=aktiv 
TI_FALLBACK_DISABLED=aktiv 
VOLUME_POPUP_DISPLAY=nicht_aktiv 
RDU_CONTROL=nicht_aktiv 
SVR=nicht_aktiv 
HEATING_CONTROL=nicht_aktiv 
VENTILATION_CONTROL=nicht_aktiv 
LIGHT_CONTROL=nicht_aktiv 
HORN_CONTROL=nicht_aktiv 
ASSIST_SVR_SHOW=nicht_aktiv 
GETRIEBETYP=automatik 
 
;Amplifier HiFi 
AMPLIFIER_VARIANT=external 
AUDIO_SYSTEM=tophifi 
AUDIO_REMOTE_CONTROL=aktiv 
 
 
;Video in motion 
SPEEDLOCK_X_KMH_MIN=Werte=FF 
SPEEDLOCK_X_KMH_MAX=Werte=FF 
 
 
;Disclaimer display delay 
LEGAL_DISCLAIMER_TIME=kein_ld 
 
 
;USB Play Video 
API_USB_VIDEO=both 
ENT_CODEC_XVID=aktiv 
ENT_CODEC_VCD=aktiv 
 
 
;Video without Handbrake 
VIDEO_HANDBRAKE=nicht_aktiv 
 
 
;Play OGG format audio 
ENT_CODEC_OGG=aktiv 
 
 
;Automatic Time Settings 



SETTINGS_TIME_AUTOMATIC=navigation 
CLOCK_CHANGE_AUTOMATIC=aktiv 
 
 
;Apple Enhancements 
APPLE_ENHANCEMENTS=aktiv 
API_IPOD_VIDEO=both 
 
 
;Office Messages Speedlock 
OFFICE_MESSAGES_SPEEDLOCK_CONDITION=none 
 
 
;Video Speedlock Removal 
VIDEO_SPEEDLOCK_CONDITION=none 
 
 
;M Laptimer 
M_LAPTIMER=aktiv 
 
 
;Office 
MACRO_PIM=aktiv 
PIM_CROSS_USE=aktiv 
PIM_DRIVING_TEXT_LENGTH=whole_text 
CONTACTS_EIN_AUS=aktiv 
PIM_BILDER_EIN_AUS=aktiv 
CALENDAR_EIN_AUS=aktiv 
TASK_EIN_AUS=aktiv 
REMINDER_EIN_AUS=aktiv 
TEXT_NOTES_EIN_AUS=aktiv 
AUDIO_NOTES_EIN_AUS=aktiv 
SMS_EIN_AUS=aktiv 
EMAIL_EIN_AUS=aktiv 

 
FAQ  
 
Instead of a “Frequently” asked questions this will be a “it’s been asked at least once” set of 
questions. 
 
Q: My NBT HU appears to be dead. 
A: It could be in “travel mode” or energy savings mode.  You may be able to wake it using 
tool32.  See here for more details: http://www.e90post.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1386702 
 
Q: My sound keeps cutting out after about 30 seconds. 
A: You’ll need to re-code the existing amplifier. See the coding section for more details 
 
Q: My GPS is not acquiring a signal and/or showing “GPS-Status: Reserved” 
A: TBD 
 
Q: My battery seems to be drained after the install. 

http://www.e90post.com/forums/showthread.php?t=1386702


A: TBD 
 
Q: Can I use an NBT from another type of vehicle (e.g. MINI) 
A: Yes, but the process will be a lot more difficult.  And I, personally, do not know how. 
Hopefully someone will fill in the gaps.  The process will involve coding/flashing and loading files 
from one system to the next. 
 
Q: The lines on my reverse camera aren’t the right size 
A: TBD 
 
Q: The values on my power displays are incorrect, and don’t match my current vehicle 
A: TBD 


